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Good afternoon to all. This is Gina Langsfield speaking to you on behalf of the SAGB and welcoming
you to our Sunday time together. For those joining us on zoom a special welcome to our medium
Penny o’ Meara and to our chairperson Peter Smith.
Will you please join me in prayer:
Dear God loving spirit, please be with us today as we reunite in loving prayer and spirit, as words
from spirit and on Earth come together once again. Please bless our two worlds and bring them
together as one.
Amen.
Today I would like to read you one of my poems which is called ‘Believe’.
Believe
To believe is just the prelude to knowing, but it plays a significant part. For to be inspired to acquire
knowledge, we so need to believe in our heart. Spirit send us inspiration though we may not
always realise, they are working upon our spiritual hearing and helping us open our spiritual eyes.
Belief almost has its own magical power. Is it not belief that first we have as a child when we pray.
And was not our strong belief in Santa Claus enough to make us hear the bells of the sleigh.
When mummy kissed us better was it true that it soothed our pain. Did most of us not wish through
our adulthood that we could have that belief of a child once again. Well this is what spirit wish us to
do, for which is such innocent belief at the start will soon turn to inspiration to seek the knowledge
of truth, that truth we have known deep in our heart. A truth that life is eternal that no one ever
really dies. That those who love are bonded forever.
This truth is where the core of where real happiness lies. It seems so sad that there is a wave of
forgetfulness that we take our first steps into this life on earth, and we have to forget the memories
of that beautiful world we’ve just left behind, to experience our next lessons of physical birth that
our spirit leaves an imprint on our hearts. And leaves us with a sometimes an unrecognised
yearning, which is why all seems to feel so rife and familiar, as we increase our spiritual learning.
But like a child our lessons start in primary education and spirit sends us a strategy in which to
learn, peacefully content that we shall all progress and to each soul shall come recreation in their
turn. So before, our inner knowing can become into its own, and that truth is ours to receive, spirit
asks that we just give their messages a fair chance by asking us just to trust and believe.
On behalf of our manager Karl and the trustees, our staff, mediums and healers and myself, spirit
blessings until we can meet again in person.
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